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····J0ri8thalt;k~,disttn~Ji;ied~uthor{ifDeatlt~tAt[Ea~ly Age, \Viii be a fea~..ed
speaktlrat the NoyayniverSity UreallfastF:orumscheduled for November 20th.
f'~'fUrilleririroriRa1ioJi4umflictrcl~ 4. . ' .
~~~:;'~~"~i~'.i~.r_DtDoitn got'tiC<ito a chair and 8bandkccchidstuffooinhis.mouth·: AfewofDr::Doan's" ,; .. ' .'. .... :" . ;. .' '" '
'st:udcnL<; were in thcaudiCnccand tllisgot big laugh."from tIlc~l,RiChardVoinche.tumed By Dan Finn
inagrcatpcrfon~nceasJonalhan-Bi:ewster, .
()l1coLthcmcn~pcrformingthemurders. . The 1991IntramuralFoothaIl scasonplayed il<; opening gameoftheseasononOctober
, .. .In the ncxtscene, Junior Cleveland 24th at the AD: GrifTenSports Complex.. . .... '.
'c' , Ferguson. III .gave .•an ..outs~dingperfor- Thereare nme teamscompeting fOftheQpponunityto go 011 theendofthe (school) year
:':'::-mance as"OLilello.":,I>r'.ooanJwne<iina "Cruise of ChampioQS.~ ." . . '.' . ' ,
t'::J}ncperfol1Hanceaslago:Oevel8ad:~bJack:,' '. The t~s to watchout for arc the Trans-Soons,thcDonninatots; Make it Brief, and
·.. silver an<i gold, four pieceNigerian~ theNova Knighl!nares.Itisstill early in the season to prcdicta final outcome~
"Garbadded a majestic took to the scene,.it . On Friday OCtober 25th, in a game against Dmnn Yankces.Jhe Nova Knighimares,
ussisted the younger members of the audi- captained by Randy Bees, camec!osc to the intnunumlhigh scoring record. The
ence visualize pageantry of a Shakespeare I<nightmares beat DamnYankees 65-0. The rccord is held by the 1990version ofNo Shorts
sccnc. • .with a garne high of 72.
The, final scene was ,a showstopper. Intramural football will continue (hlily up until the Christmas break.
"The Wizard'of Oz" was definitely worth '
waiting for. Tyschka gave a ph~nOmenal Please see page14 t'<i.r standings
On Monday Octobcr 28, Theatricaf
Warel!Ouseand Nothing But CI<iSsics The-
atre Group Inc. presented "An Evening of
Villians." Theplay readings consisted of5
scenes ofclassie<)1 theater.
"Cinderella"opcnedtheshow, followed
l>Y "The Crucible," Arsenic andOld Lace;"
"Othello," and "The Wizardof-O".l;"
Mickcy .Lester and Tys(.~aI:>9.\\,ns ';
portraY¢ the W!dwd stcP:-~lstCh(~ithD; •
'Aurictte Hatmplaying Ciqdcrc1ht. T)'~hka
rcccivFd ·trcmcn<lous.. laughterthroUg\IDUt
thcsccilC owing to her Inuke-up,cOmedic'
~.'~~,\.'-
By Stephanie Seploe
'Theatrical~Warehouse and Nothihg'But'
.Cla~sics Theatre Group Inc. presents play
::~,
;,t~-[ -,.,;;",,;,:
" - Please see page 6
. .'
Introducing The Volunteers'Club
HI......10 Origin-.~ ..•. 1 1 1 I I
stickers: Valentine's Day Cards, necklaces;
grc·en jello on St Patriek's Day, made
Chrisunas ornaments and helped decorate
their Chrisunas tree.
This year the members will.continue
.. their·involvement with Meridiari Nursing
Home and expand their contributions to
mnny other centers.
On September6th, the VolunteersClub
ViStled Meridian Nursing Home and handed
out 30 helium balloons to the ·residents.
Morc than twenty-five members present as
the residents were very pieased.
On OCtober 16th, a speaker from Big
Brothers/ Big Sisters came to explain their
programs to Nova students.
For HaltQweenthe children from the
Baudhuin School dressed in costumes and
visit Meridian Nursing Homewith the Vol-
Please see page 6
By Leah Gioe'
The Volunteers Club is. a brand new.
organizatioh that has grown in leaps and
t?oonds. The club's goal is to get Nova
students involved. in milking the world a
'. bener pl~ce to live~ .
Members are ready and ~iUing LOVo~­
.unteertheir time to makea difference in the
community. They arec.ager to'hclp,myonc
and ev~ryone in nccct!
During the summer, thc cllJb:hiised
thirty dollars for Save Our Strays. This
money will go to thehomelessand starving
dogs and cats, as well as neutering to solve
the problem of overpopUlation. ,
Last. year Volunteers Club' Mcmbers
visited the MeridianNursing HOIne on scv-' .
eral occasions and handed but flowers,
100a~ '. ..40 ." eo 8~
.Percenta.ge .Qt. Pc»PUlatlon
o
NatlwAinerIaan
.......gUM6'
other RaQe
AeiilllP.olrlo I......
Ethnlclty: TheUnlted-S~FlorIda, 8ndlltow.nt County
I. '~-.'". u.........., ' ........ '1tiZl, - I
- IIBB'~ County .
Whl.... "'.I'I''-_I''-'''''''.I''-JY''''_.:!!'''''''-I''I'.I''-'''''I''.I''-'-'-'''I''.I'-I'.I'I'~ I- __ .
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The Nova Knight
Editorials
F: to the cancellation of the StudentLife Discovery Cruise on
November 5, 1991.. .another dose of student apathy forces another
activity to bite the dust. ..
A: to the members of the Nova Knight Force. . .finally a glim-
mer of school spirit. . .watch out Cheerleaders!!!
A+: to the Orlando Cluster Sitegroupees for sharing their con-
cerns with the Knight and Student Life Activities Coordinator Lori
Savka...this could be the start of a beautiful relationship...
A+'s to F-'s: An Editorial
Critique
A+: to the International students who utilize the Rosenthal Stu-
dent Center religiously in the evenings. . .
By Cleveland Ferguson III
Wouldn't it be nice if journalists
couldsimply write stories aboutpolitical persons
they didn't like without a byline? They could
incense public opinion against the figure, thus
forcing that person to resign. Well they cannot.
Neither will the student journalists ofThe Nova
K!:ligh!,. If a journalist writes an investigative
piece, then s/hemustcite facts, gatherconflictL.lg
opinions and present them in the most objective
light possible.
Journalists, have to arouse public
discourse through objective writing of articles.
With the article published in the last issue of the
Knigh!, "Is Nova Books a Ripoff!", objective
reporting did not occur, More substantive evi-
dence could have been provided, The article
should have objectively expressed both sides of
the issue. As a result of the aforementioned not
occurring, I received a flurry of responses from
various unattributed sources. While these
anonymous letters arc appreciated, they allow . . . . . Aka Ali
students to make claims about alleged F-: for sendmg Nova College AdmISSIons recruiters to hIgh Tangia Alvarez
inconsitencies in bookstore management prac- schools and having them tell students that the University will be Jessica Cahill
tices without concrete evidence to prove all their h' . J: • h .. 2 h I f Donzie Ford
h bl ' I d r d'h' I' avmg a caletena, w en constructlon IS over mont sate. . .one 0 L ah G' ,c arges or pu IC y e,en mg t elr calms. .. e' we
Several letters make arguments about specific those thmgs that make you say, Hmmm. . . Dixie Goodknight
practices, in which the Knight will follow up on Ja~on Hanson
in upcoming issues. F . N B k J: • S hiS . . D' b Bridgetlnsinna
T 'd h K . h' f -. to ova 00 s lor nOt sponsonng a c 00 pmt .ty y Ch' K hIo avOl t e mg t s content rom , . . TIS e
taking on yellow journalistic or Macarthyist- sellIng theIr overrated, overpnced ($16-$38) T-ShIrts at an affordable Rebecca A. Kurek
like characteristics -- attacking inst,itutions with price of say $7.00. . . IT. Landrum
anonymity and without facts -- for future issues. Jennifer Merritt
to g;v<> oppo~ing parties the respect of-address- Lisa Muellner
...-""""",rough \heKni;h!. 011 """'"m"'lI II Ume'" Odhnmibesigned. Ifyou do not want your name printed Jamie Peabody
with your letter, please have that stated some- .. Carrie Russian
whore m\he k.~ ~Km.h"=<v~ ",crighl New W0 rId 0 rder •O"g s.tollard
to print the letters or not. Until next time, keep Deepak Tolani
those letters - with signatures -,- rolling in.
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Own Up to
Your Claims
The Nova Knight editorial staff reserves the
right to edit or disclude stories, advertise-
menL~. of bulletins due to space constraints
The opinions reflected in this publication do
not speak for the University adminstration,
staff, students or faculty. Every individual
speaks for him/hersclf. The Nova Knight is
not responsible for the opinions of persons
not associated with this publicalion.
The Nova Knight office is localed on the
second floor of the Edwin and Esther
Rosenth,'l Student Center, Room 206. The
Nova Knight hotline is 452-1425.
The Nova Knight is a bimonthly publication.
All University ~cmbcrs are encouraged to
submit articles. cdit~rials, personals, andlor
story ideas:
Come over and explore the vast selection of software programs that
your bookstore has to offer. There are packages to help you with
presentations. reports, spreadsheets. test prepai'ation and more.
The right software can make this school year a pleasant experience
for you. stop by IOday and discover the great seJection at low
- fllceso , NOVABOOKS
~ tJOVAUNIVERSITY
6508 S.W. 39 St. -(305) 583-5880
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Letters to the Editor
The Bookstore Blues Mandate SGA To Create A
Barter System
Dear Editor, Dear Editor,
Nova Books is a Ripoff
'The pn ces ot Noyo Books make me. . .•
ANGRV
I'r,.do J-~~­~-!(!jJ)-
.~:~
lx)oks pcr class gets expensively. It is enraging
to find out at the end of the term that the
instructor only uses two or three.
With exception to those courses that
arc l,onstantly affected by the changing tides of
thc world's socioeconomic and political struc-
tures, courscs that deal with philosophy, litera-
ture. psychology and others do not need to be
updated every 8 or 16 weeks. TItis stress of
lxmdcring our present situation is compounded
when one realizes that when editions are up-
dated. it is just a matter chapters being moved
around and not necessarily ncw information.
If the faculty wOlild use the same
books for the course and only a~sign books that
thc cl:L~s is going to havc enough time to cover,
thcn the students could have. a change to cut
down on unnccqsSarX~~Ix:nsqsatthelll(m0:P8ly
we have of a tf;()kstci're., ~ ii' ~~, ,'~- ',; ",i;,
:', ,,' ~:~~
Frustrtlted
1'(\~~!).~~--
~~~
-
Depressed
Dear Mr. Ferguson,
\l ~I,"')
-_-~J---
It is clear that Nova Books is out for
profit and Ed is out for himself, with grade
school justifications for marking up our books.
Stlldent Government is supposed to work for us.
It is up to us, the stlldents, to sign petitions and
get the faculty not to change the books so often,
mandate SGA to create a barter system. and if
necessary go to the Board ofTrustees and have
them take over Nova Books. We have a voice.
Weare paying to these people to give us frrstrate
service. Let's put some frreunder their asses and
get them to work for us!
A Concerned Consumer.
Dear Mr. Ferguson,
Bookstore Promotes NO
School Spirit
bookstore contribution fit in? ~. Jmething is
wrong unless someone is lining his or her pock-
This letter is directed at the artide in cts.
the previous issue of paper about the bookstore. Further, so what if the bookstore pays
Books are expensive, but how does the book- for the newspaper. Is he saying that he has to
store think selling aT-shirt for S16.00 prom<>tes charge an outrageous rate for books to pay for
school spirit. Don 'ttakc the namc and sell the the radio station and the paper? They have both
product to the studcnt, if you aren't going to only been around going on their second year. If
promoteihe ideal. If the bookstore funds a great upperclassmen can remember, the paper before
deal of the Student Activitics Budget, how is it last year ca;, 'out fewer than five times. so the
that Stlldent Life blows its party budget on the bookstore cot..Jn't have been funding too much
Homecoming party (S3,000). If each student moncy towards it. Ed, come up with abetter
pays S75.00 as an activity fcc .md there arc at reason than that. I mean we all are going to
least700undergraduate students - and we fund wllege to get an education. Atleastyou can treat
the club~ and organizations, where docs the us like weare getting on~. '_'
:-::-:::::-~====================::::=.:::::tl; ,"-'::'::;'
I boughta book for a macroeconomics
course at $49.00 at the beginning of this semes-
ter. I took the book back at the end of the term
only to ~;..;eive $19.00. The reason for such a
low buy-back price was that the book might not
be used again. I signed my name to a page in the
book to see if it would be resold. When I
returned to buy my books for the second eight
weeks, I found the same book retailed for S39.00.
Something has to be done about misleading
Nova students with cop out lines when returning
books. I realize business is business, but Ed has
to be willing to work with the stlldents.
Is Nova Books a Ripoff?* BookstoreisRobbing Students
*Due to the volume of lellers received in
reagards to the succeeding article, we have de-
cided to reprint the story for easy reference.
By Jennifer Lynn Baldwin
Many Nova College students feel the
book store unjustly charges them for books and
does not buy back the books at a fair cost. Ed
Panariello, Nova Book store Owner, would
like to tell his side of the story.
"There's more to buying and selling
books than meets the eye." he explained, "In
cases where we cannot unload the books in the
store. we take a loss from them. I am not afraid
to take the risk in purchasing used books; I
make more money from them."
Students can purchase new or used
books at the book store. There are both ad-
vantages and disadvantages to buying used
books. The advantage is: used books costlcss.
The disadvantage is it is a risky purchase.
The reason why used books are
bought back for so little and then sold at a
higher cost is because they create a risk for the
store owner. If a professor teaching a class
decides to use a di fferent book or the company
publishes a new edition, the book store will
take a loss on those books. -
Mr. Panariello pays between forty
and forty-two dollars for a fifty dollar book.
There is a profit of eight to ten dollars. On the
other hand, if a student buys a used book. the
book store makes a larger profit. This happens
because students sell back their books and he is
able to resell them, making total profit frOM the
sale.
Nova stlldents are fortllnate to sell
their books back to the book store. Many
colleges do not accept buy backs and those that
do, only buy back at the end of the semester.
Not all profit the book store makes
goes in the owner's pocket. A percentage ofthe
profit is given to Nova University. Thismoney
ha~ helped build the radio station, finance a
good deal ofNova's Student Activities Budget.
and for three years the book store paid for the
full cost of the newspaper.
Mr. Panariello suggests the best time
to return books is right after fmals. All books
will be gladly bought back. Theirvaluedepends
on class adoption and store inventory. Some
books may have no value.
Dear Editor in Chief,
Wedid not appreciate Mr. Panaricllo's
"side of the story" in the last issue ofThe Nova
Knight "Is Nova Books A Rip Off?" Ed is in
business to make money and that is clear. We
don't have aproblem with that. When we get our
degrees. many of us would like to havc mo-
nopolies and suck our clients to the bone to buy
1991 Corvettes as well. Thcre arc some ethical
considerations that need to be looked at. If Ed is
unwilling then maybe thc University should
look into othersources. Our bookstore is steadily
robbing us and Ed isn't even trying to hide it.
Our SGA should deal with this issue too. They
should create a book exchange or some kind of
bartering program because the bookstore is for
the birds.
~LANO~AG~~AND
DEll RfSTAURA!'IT
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast Lunch & Dinner
7 A.M.-9P.M.
~43~fFJfllltf!jffF@fN&11. @@@jj!W@m
330 S. flamingo Rd.
Pembroke Pines. FL 33027
In The Publix Plaza
PInes & Flamingo Rd.
TEL # HER DEU (305) 437-3354
FAX • (305) 433·2993
"FREE DEUVERY TO YOUR
PLACE OF BUSINESS"
6508 S.W. 39 St. - Davie. FL 33314 (305) 583-5860
NOVAVNlVERSITY
Is your
database
too
big to
handle?
,~ASHlON·TATE
Get a grip on tllosc'
cumbersome facts and
figureswithdBase III
Plus and dBase IV
managemenrsystems.
Fast, easy- to- use and
powcrful,lhcscualabasc
managementsystems
NOVA BOOKS
allow you to perform
in-depthdata analysis
withoutsacrificing
yourvaluable time.
Available in your
bookstore now at
unbelievably low
educationalprices,
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Local News
Local AASU's Convene At FAASA Convention
By Lisa Starke
More than 400 African-American students
from commtmity colleges and universities gath·
ered last weekend to discuss and establish agen·
das for African-American students \lot predomi-
nantly white colleges and universities.
The Florida African-American Student
Association, Inc. (FAASA) sponsored its 16th
Annual Presidential Conference hosted by Palm
Beach and Indian River community colleges.
This year's theme, FAASA: Using the
Light of Education to Dispel the Darkness of
Ignorance, was the backdrop for a weekend of
workshops and cultural presentations.
FAASA, founded in 1976, is designed to
develop and implement programs which ad·
dress educational, economic and cultural con-
cerns. The organization has a membership of
60,000 students from five regions in Rorida.
"The focus of FAASA is to create a forum
in which African-American studenL~ can study,
share concerns about faculty members, and en-
sure a voice in student government," said Cleve-
land Ferguson m, Second Vice President of the
group, which disseminates information through
a newsletter, 213 wire services and 167 Black
and Caribbean-owned newspapers.
Members of NUBSA in attendance to
the Conference
One of FAASA's new resolutions estab-
lishes a political action committee.
''The Director ofPolitical Action will go to
Tallahassee on a monthly basis, fmd out what
the lobbyists are doing in terms of educational
legislation, and bring that information back to
the Public Relations Department," Ferguson
said.' .
During this year's conference, students
were enlightened by workshops on College Sur-
vival Skills, African History, Understanding
Kwanzaa, Spirituality, The Destruction of the
Black Male, and Closing the Open Door.
"African-American students, even at the
university level, are told that they will not be
able to achieve," said Gwen Ferguson, FAASA
advisor and counselor/coordinator of testing at
Palm Beach Community College, who feels
there are many challenges for Afric.m-Ameri-
can students on predominately white campuses.
"They are still faced with the challl.'tlge that
they have to be twice as good as the other
person;"
Ms. Ferguson said the workshop on "C]os-
ing the Door" provided information alxna bud-
get cuts established by Rorida Gov. Lawton
Chiles.
"At one time," she said, "it was understood
that ifyou have an AssociateofArL~degree from
acommtmity co!:}ege you had automatic admis-
sion into the university system. (Because of tho
budget cuts) our students with an AA degre
might not be accepted.
Yolanda Newton, a student from Indim
River Community College (IRCC), felt sh.
learned much about African history.
",r got much out of the workshop becaus.
there wasn't much that I knew about our past iJ
Africa."
Newton was also motivated by the three
day event.
"The Conference motivated me to striv.
for excellence in my major and never settle fo
mediocrity."
Gwenn Steele, another student,' said thl
chapter at IRCC has ~et up community servic.
projects.
"We have established tutoring program
and food drives," she said.
Most of the FAASA members seem t(
know: "The prize of life we fail to win becausl
we doubt the power within. This powerrelies 01
unity, understanding and Hotel' (peace)."
For more information about FAASA an(
its programs, write to P.O. Box 292')51, For
Lauekrdale, FL 33329-2551.
Club~ntsCoUection ofClothingAndAc~riffi ReNOVAte yourweekend
Megan Lowe, a sixth grade studenl
at the University School of Nova University.
has been selected by WPLG- Channell0 to be
one of the station's on-air "spokeskids."
Lowe, of Hollywood, was one of 2C
kids selected out of approximately 20,000 who
audi tioned.
As a "spokeskid," Lowe will broad·
cast schoo] lunch menus, participate in pro·
motional events such as youth fairs, and
broadcast service messages.
One ofLowe's first assignments wa!
to broadcast the station's Halloween safe!)
announcement.
Nova News Release
Student selected
as "spokeskid"
:"ova :'Iiews Release
MORRISSEY
KILL UNCLE
Featuring: OUR FRANK
Kozol
Jonathan Kozol, author of the award·
winning classic, Death at an Early Age, will
speak at the Anacapri Inn in Fort L-auderdale
(1901 North Federal Highway) as the featured
speaker of the Nova University Breakfast Fo-
rum.
Breakfast will be served at 7:30 anl.,
with Kozol speaking in 8:00 to 9:00 am.
Kozol will also speak at the Boca
Raton Luncheon Forum at The Polo Club, 5400
Champion Boulevard, Boca Raton, beginning
at 1:00 pm. Lunch will be served promptly at
12:00pm.
Continued from page 1
Nova News Release
eth century accessories, millinery, fans and CharleneParsons.dircctoroffashionmerchan-
shoes will also be displayed. dising and fashion design, and Fran Hutchings
Until a suitable building is found to Thorpe, instructor of fabrics and textiles/his- Are you wondering how to spend a Satur
house and display the collection, it will remain tory of fashion and te~tiles for interiors. day leisurely?
in storage (it was put in storage with the closing Costume is regarded by social histo- Why don't you come and browse at tht
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in Coral rians and major museUlT1S throughout the world First Annual Recycling Rea Market?
Gables). as a reflection of the time was created. The Nova University Environmenta
The search is on-help is needed- "It is worthwhile in any major city Committee, known as "reNOVAte", is proud te
so that the collection may come out of storage where students can study from original gar- sponsor the Flea Market under the big tent nortl
and be enjoyed by the community. ments-but particularly here, because we have of the Rosenthal Building on Saturday, No
At the November 16 luncheon/pro- such a large apparel industry," Mrs. Parsons. vember 23, from 9:00am to 2:00pm.
gram. Edward Porter, founder and President of Cost of the iuncheon and program is If you wish to donate goods to be sold b]
the International Fine Arts College, will speak $13.50. A Women's Committee of 100 busi- reN()VAte, drop- off bins will be placed a
on the needs of a building to house the costume ness meeting at 10:30 am. will precede the various locations around campus. For mon
collection. noon luncheon. Please call Elizabeth Pyke at information, call Cheri Hansen at 476 1961.
The importance of the collection, the 885-1589 or 887-2992 for reservations. If you wish to bring in your own goods te
display and slides will be covered by Mrs. sell, you may rent a table for ten dollars. Fo
I more information,call CharleneSwanson at47~
7096.
The Nova University Environmenta
COl1ll1liuee h'L~ two main goals. The first is te
recycle used products throughout the Nov~
University campus and to promote the use 0
recycl~d and environmentally-friendlyproducts
Currently, people are asked to call Brendl
Weidman of the Physical Plant (475 7598) te
have the paperrecycle bins in their area emptied
The other goal is to educate Nova Universit)
faculty, staff, and students concerning our en
vironment and theirroles in protecting andsavin~
i it.
By Delores Kory
Vintage clothing and accessories
from one of the finest collections in the country
will be presented by the Women's Committee
oflOOon Saturday, November 16, at the Miami
Women's Club, 1737 North Bayshore Drive,
4th floor.
The collection was a~semblcdbyThe
Fashion Group of Miami.
Included will be a 1905 Yale prom
dress, several beaded frocks from the 1920's, a
hand-embroidered pick tulle gown from the
1930's, a 1940's Diorgown,plusseveralpieces
from the International fine Arts College Oleg
Cassini Collection.
Groupings of nineteenth and twenti-
.~
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• G.reater opportun: ..y t":" perfor""
...... • Scheduling service ( we will keep your calendar)
tv .AnswerIng serw.:e (no more mtsf:.ed calls)• Secretarial Service (more pt'Ofesaional Image)I.!IiJJ . Publicity (publi6h your achedule In local papers)
......~ • Image Consulting (put together and deatgn an
(4... Image. for your group including prInting,photography. blo·. and 1090'1'
.. • 'Equipment rental
~~ • Legal referral 8ervM:e• Tours (out of state college and club tours)• Ea.t and West eOa.t record company A & A
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MUSICIANS' HOTLINE AT [3051 47G·1021
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Focus Entertainment International Inc has established a MUSICIANS' HOTLINE t.o benefit
Florida Clubs by prOViding reliable and appropl',ate talent for iast minute booktngs. while also
prOViding bands With a '1reater opportunity to perfcrm The MUSICIANS' HOTLINE has
listings of hundreds of bands from F1eggae to Rock. both rov"r ann
original Available free to clubs and only $30 a month tor bands
A notice to South Florida Bands and Clubs
A new and exciting service
is offered to you called
~@".'Ialine
!liJ$ ~ >0: "f,,'" ",
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~····Lip··Sync··8····~
~ Talent ShoW" ~
~ FRIDAY, NOV. 22ND ~
.. - 7:aO-ll:00PM ~
:: - TENT .EHI~D C DORM :: .
~ n ~ ~
... ~
:: m -~~ GET UP AND DO YOUR THING! ~
:: . ~
~ - 1ST PLACE - ORLANDO WEEKEND ;RIP ::
.. Includes transportation.. hotel and 2 passes ~~ _ 2ND PLAcE _ ~1~coY';i~';lCRU~:~;ic~ET2H6. ~
.. February 18th fl'1
.. - aiD PLACE - HOLIDAY INTIACOASTAL til
!ill CRUISE TICKET ~
.. December 7th fI'1
=d 5 .5 d 25.iS'" 5 5 5'
Formore information anda FREEcopy of
10 WaJ!s To Stretch Your
Scholarship Chances!
fill outand mail theattachedcoupon TODAY!
:: ENTRY DEADLINE IS ~
.. WED, NOV 20TH. til
:: - register at Student Ufe.. 208 Rosenthal ~
::
- music must be coord. inated thr:-0ugh WNKR ~
by no later than Wed.. Nov 20th.
- if winning act is a -team-.. each~ .. member will receive the prize. .' rI'i" '. '. .. ..'Money'Jor"'College '. '
Over3MiIlion StudentsWill Qualify
For Conege Grants & Scholarships
• Learn the ~i~ at. easieS,t ..waYS.. )OO. can
win both scholatshipscmd financial aid awards.
• Learn how to improve your chances for a
PeUGrant
• Learn how to increase the amount ofyour
Guaranteed Student Loan.
• ~how muchmoney~ areeligible to JeCei\le
so~u can choose the schools that best suit your
tIUe financial need.
I ·}f;,w,.e"'n1,,,,.e"'W'1'eJl I
I I
I Name I
I I
I Address I
I I
I City State _ Zip I
I Phone( ) I
• Student Fi nancial Services I
I Mail Coupon To: 121 0 Bal boa Ct. I
I eMFC 1991 Ft.Lauderdale, FL 33326 I
.. 1-800-944-0066 ext. 6964 I
.- - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ - --- ~ - -- - - - - -.
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Yearbooks are in and are on ~Ie f~r $.25. Ifyou have not ordered I VolunteersClub
a yearbook and want to, there IS shll tIme.
Come and help the Paladin! Photographers and story writers are
wanted. All assistance is welcome.
Contact Leah Gioe' in 206 Rosenthal, 452-1400, to pick up or buy
your yearbook.
Ifyou WOUld like to help create this year's yearbook, the Paladin is
looking for help. Photographers and story writers are wanted. All
assistance is welcome.
Continued from page 1
-unteers Club. The children brought a letter
and small gift for the residents.
Also. later this fall members will have
aget acquainted party with the children from the
Boys Club. The Boys Club is made up of boys
and girls who are from families tom apart by
drug addiction. The children go to the Boys
Cub after school to stay off the streets and,
participate in positive and fun activities.
Throughout the year the Volunteers
Club will be active with many other organiza-
tions such as the Hollywood Soup Kitchen.
I • where they will help serve the hungry and home-
less. TheWildlifeCareCenter has also asked us
to help feed,deancages, andbuildeages for sic
and injured animals from the Everglades. W
will also take donations of clothing, toiletrie:
dishes and loys for Kids Crusaders. Kids Cn:
saders is an organization which takes in abuse
and neglected children., More information 0
where you can bring your donations will b
posted in the next issue.
If you are interested in any of th
programs the Volunteers Club is be involve
with see Leah Gioe' in Rosenthal 206 Mon.- F!
or call 370-5670.
Participating in the Volunteers Clul
will be a rewarding and touching experience fo
everyone. So come onNovastudents..,take th,
time to care!
'-
Play Reading
Continued from page 1
-performance as the Wicked Witch ofthe West.
When the witch entered applause and boos
from the audience grew loud. Cleveland
Ferguson III portrayed the Scarecrow and did a
fabulous job. Cleveland used a dopey voice
and wiggled around the stage, receiving a lot of
laughs. Janece Martell made a perfect Glinda,
the Good Witch. D. Auriette Hahn did a great
job as Dorothy as did Mickey Lester for the
Cowardly Lion and Richard Voinche as the
Tinman.
Overall, "An Evening of Villains" was the
best performance yet with over 65 people at-
tending. Theatrical Warehouse and Nothing
But Classics would also like to extend a very
special thanks to Susan Borsky who translated
the dialogue into American Sign Language for
our hearing-impaired theater goers.
On November 11, Lillian Hellman's "A
Children's Hour" will be performed; The show
starts at-8:00 pm in Mailman Bldg. Auditorium.
For information call 561-2491 or 753-5621.
Calling all Stars! The Campus Programming Board is putting on
a Lip Sync Talent Show and they want YOU to participate!
Ifyou are a singer, dancer, comedian, actor, or a lip sync artist, you
can win big prizes.
First prize is aa all expense paid trip to Disney World; second prize
is a Discovery Cruise; third prize is a Holiday Cruise. ,.
Let you talent shine November 22nd, from 7:30 to 1J:00.
The entry deadline is Wednesday, November 20th. Register in
Student Life, 208 Rosenthal. Music must be coordinated through
WNKR by no later than Wed. Nov.20th.
Teams of all sizes are welcome and will receive individual prizes if
they win.
Free sausage and pepper sandwiches will be provided behind C
dorm.
Come out and enjoy the fun!
IDW AIRFARES 1
EUROPEAN
AS)
SPECIAL STUDENT &
FACULTY AIRFARES
SCHEDULED MAJOR AIRLIN
NO CHARTERS
50 U.S. DEPARTURE CITIE~
75 DESTINATIONS
• International Student Exchange ID Car
• International Faculty ID Cards
• International Youth Hostel Handbooks
• let's Go Europe Guides
• American Express Travelers Cheques
EURAIL AND
BRITRAIL PASSES
GROUPS/ INDIVIDUALS
ASK ABOUT OUR EXPRESS ID
CARD SERVICE
"Celebrating our 33rd 'Year
in Student Travel"
For your FREE Student Travel Catalog maillhis COUPOI
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE FLIGHTS, INC.
5010 E. Shea Blvd., Suite A·104
Scottsdale, AZ. 85254 USA
or call: 602l95t·1177 code here
NAME: _
STREET: _
I
CITY: _
STATE: ZIP: _
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Next to lJ. Uaxx
and Luria's In the
Towers Plaza
AmericaT• FarDIIy PrIced Haircutters
DAVI. :170-.CEC 20XJ s. Unl'IVIUy Dr.
fAiiiil ' In the Tcrnr Sbopl-next to t J. MIlD a Luria'.
tIIJ HOLLYWOOD "I-'1It
CIIecb '3675 HoUywod Blvd.
Accepted 0pp0I!1e BoUTWOdCowth~
r - - - - - - - - - -:-:1 Get Your FREE TIgercuts
I .. • Club Card
I I Get your Haircut 8 Umesll1Cl
I • .. Get the Ninth FREE
I.. $.1t1·Ircut I .Cu~ Club for CIt~lcIren~ 12I§ .. I,. G'- iour Haircut 4 lIin..and gel .1I~ . nly . your fifth FREE. "
1 . 0 Appal Nee. I Gold Club for Sen~
I ~. Not Valid . Offer I.. Get your Haircut 4 limes and getI Exp. '1130/9~ . ·your fifth FREEW_I~ .L ... __.J
* TOTALLY FREE *
THIS ACCOUNT CAN NOW MAKE .ITPOSSIBLE
FOR ANYONE TO START A SAVINGS PROGRAM.
I STANlEY H. KAPlAN
..Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
Call Now 370-2500
3501 s. Vlli~rllity J)ri".
S1Iitoes 1& 2
Daviel1 P1or:l.CIa(305) 370-2500
You should talk tl) StanleyH. Kaplan.
WASTED
YOD'I'II.
~ ..
OMJIOUCM .........~~8'
~A' "(",,"'~"" '''J Ui'f''''''l_'''O'¥oCI
Don't walk into the December LSAT unprepared! Whether
you've taken it before, or you're taking it for the first
time, you nee.d. to do your best. So start preparing now-with
Stanley H. Kaplan. .
our LSAT prep wj,ll open your eyes with score-raising
strategies and techniques. We'll help you master everything
from Analytical Reasoning to Reading Comprehension.
Our classes are l1ve-and-'lively. 'And you can review
lessons, and get additional help as needed in our TEST-N-
TAPE lab, open days', evenings and weekends for your
convenience.
Visit our Center today and see foryburself.
VALUE
AFTER 6%
INFLATION
$13,294
$29,529
$49,355
$73,566
TOTAL VALUE
$18,417
$59,296
$150,032
$351,437
TOTAL
INVESTMENT
$12,000
$24,000
$36,000
$48,000
YEAR
10
20
30
40
FINALLY, THERE IS A HOllEY JlARKET FUHD
THAT PAYS A UGH Y:tELD Dl ADDITION TO
THESE OTHER OUTSTAHn:tHG PEATURES:
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO RECEIVE A
FREE COpy OF MY FINANCIAL REVIEW SHEET,
PLEASE CALL:
THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL FINANCIAL PLANNING
IS TO MAKE SAVINGS THE FIRST ITEM ON
YOUR BUDGET. THE AMOUNT THAT YOUY PUT
AWAY EACH MONTH IS NOT AS IMPORTANT AS
CONSISTENCY, TIME AND COMPOUND INTEREST!
FOR EACH $100 PER MONTH THAT YOU SAVE,
THE CHART BELOW SHOWS YOUR FUTURE
ACCOUN'1' VALUE, ASSUMING 8% COMPOUND
INTEREST.
* BO H:tH:tHUH BALANCE REQUIRED *
* START nTH AS LITTLE AS $25 *
RICK HAGILL, LUTCF
LICBHSBn INSURANCE BRORER
REGISTERED SECURITIES RBPRESENTATrvE
(305) 753-9331 * 1-800-330-7751
INSURANCE, INVESTMENT & TAX PLANNING
mmftwIh1l 81_
g~m~
CALL TODAYI AVOID THESE
POSSIBLE PENALTIES
,..."p....".....
....~....,....
....~,,_'7..
Low Down Payments
Low Mont.l11y Payments
PIP/PD At Once
Commerica1 Ir. Business
Let" Knight'.P.rot"ect" You.
SR 22"s Immedilltely
No one Refused
Any Driver'
Any Age
Any Auto" t1otorcycle - Tnack
Fun Service Auto TII9 A9ency
-
Excellent Service. Est. 1983
DAVIE FT_LAUDERDALE
474-5522 587-5552 .. ~
1.11. 2641 S. UniversUyDr, 3425 v. Davie Blv<J.11C
,U't) Shoppes of Arrowhead Auto Tag Agency ,
Auto Tag Agency
------
TWO LARGE
CHEESE PIZZAS
I only $12.991
I (Each topping $1.49 covers both pizzas)
I Valid at participating stores only, Not valid with
8lTf olher oller. Delivery areas limi1Bd to ensure sale driving.I Drillers carry~ than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Piz2a. Inc.
-------
CALL US!
Serving Nova University
474·1100
USE THESE COUPONS FOR THE BESf DEAL ON CAMPUS
REomRED COURSE
~
III• KNOWS.. Lla.. INO'S_
HDw'ilu lJRPIzza AtHome.
ROOMMATE
II ii1 PLEASER
to ~only $6.991
Mediumo~ pizza with two
toppings and two serviIigs of
Coca-Cola@ classic or diet Coke@.
Valid at participating _ only. Not valid with
8lTf olher oller. Delively areas limi1Bd 10 ensure sale driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Daring, Violent
"Trancers 2"
Entertainment News
Chris & Cosey Rod Stewart, Plays Soccer
Mesh the Senses in Miami Arena
by Greg Stallard by Jason Hanson by Jason Domasky
CD ......
~--~ ._)----.-._-
When I was first given the opportunity to
see Rod Stewart in concert I didn't have an
immediate response.
There are certain musicians you would
love to see, and others whom you have no desire
to see. Rod Stewart is one of those musicians
who for many, as well as myself, fits neither of
these categories.
Like all musicians, Rod Stewart has many
fans. Over the past twenty years he has accu-
mulated an above average number of fans.
One factor that separates him from many
other singers is the number of people who would
not call themselves Rod Stewart fans. These
people can sing along with him without any
difficulty.
Stewart's music may not grab you the first
couple of times you hear it, but before long his
raspy voice and soft style begin to grow on you.
.Soon you fmd yourself turning up the volume on
your radio, rather than changing the station.
One special quality Stewart possesses is
his longevity: the ability to release album after
album ofquality, and to produce hit songs for an
amazing three decades.
With all of this in mind, I decided to attend
the show, Monday, October 14th at 7:30. When
I arrived at the Miami ArenaI had hopes of an
"Pagan Tango" is the new CD from the
electronic wizards at the Creative Technology
Institute, namely Chris & Cosey.
Chris Carter and Cosey Fanni Tutti were
originally part of the underground 70's band,
lbrobbingGristle. OnceTIrrobbingGristlebroke
up three bands were created: Coil, PsychicTV,
and Chris' & Cosey.
The decade of the eighties saw the growth
oftheCreativeTechnology In.~titute,CTI, headed
by Chris & Cosey.
Today there are six compact discs avail-
able from Chicago's Wax Trax! Records, Inc.,
including "Pagan Tango."
The disc features an emphasis on the erotic
vocals of Cosey. The music is dance-oriented,
maintaining a slow rhythm throughout.
Some oCthe best songs are "In Ecstasy,"
"Sacred Silence," "Synaesthesia," and the title
track, although each song holds its own excel-
lence.
The single frpm the CD is "Synaesthesia,"
a song about the combination of one's sen.~es.
There are three mixes of "Synaesthesia" on the
CD single.
Anyone interestcd in modem alternative
music would be well advised to take a listen to
Chris & Cosey.
Charles Band's Full Moon Entertainment
group released ''Trancers 2: The Return of Jack
Deth" straight to video last 'month for a very
good reason. .
The target audience for plodding, badly
acted, low-budget movies like this scours video
rental outlets for sleazy, exploitative titles em-
phasizing special effects over quality and talent.
Charles Band directed and produced this
science fiction story, which is an unique attempt
to blend time travel, future gadgetry, a love
story, .humor, and film noir without the noir.
Band also scored the film with his familiar,
brooding synth rhythms and moody sound loops
that enhance the otherwise substandard pro-
duction values.
The joys of''Trancers 2" are overwhelmed
by the shortfalls, but they are worth noting.
Environmental awareness is satired by the
Greenworld Foundation, which Band portrays
a~ a villainous mind-control asylum.
Jack Deth (Tim Thorrierson) is a cliched
detective character who always seems to be
exerting his machismo over the females around
him, with surprisingly positive results.
Deth 's conservati sm and the negative view
of environmentalism are two bold stabs at po-
litical correctness that Band subversively inserts
into the film.
"Trancers 2"lacks the energy and imagina-
tion ofits predecessor, reha~hing the same themes
and jokes that distinguished 1985's ''Trancers.''
Fans of the first film will probably be disap-
pointed by this sequel.
"Trancers 2" is very nice to its female
characters, compared to other Band productions
like "Puppet Master," which featured the slow-
motion rape of a woman in an elevator.
Themovie is very violent, with an'endless
parade of gunshot killings to satisfy the average
college student's unchannelled aggressions.
This film is worthy ofyourrenting funds if
you enjoy B-grade science fiction and you can
endure the laughable production values long
enough to expcrience the director's subtle in-
dulgences.
Fort Lauderdale Celebrates Heritage.
by Jason Domasky
The Fort Lauderdale Historical Society and the Broward ArtGuild will present
the "Old Fort Lauderdale Arts and Heritage Celebration on Riverwalk" on De-
cember 7 and 8, downtown along Southwest Second Street.
This annual holiday fcstival features ajuried art show, children's activities, and
all manner of historical goings-on,
Formerly called "Christmas.in Old Fon Lauderdale,"the celebration still runs
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on both days.
For more information, ring the Historical Society at 463-443 I or the Broward
Art Guild at 764-2005.
enjoyable, lengthy concert.
The curtain was raised and there stood.
Rod Stewart, an ex-professional soccer player,
bouncing a soccer ball on his knee.
He kicked off the show by launching the
ball into the audience and immediately starting
with a hit from his younger years, "Maggie-
M "ae.
I was slightly surprised at his choice for an
opening song, because most performers will
start with a more recent hit. Yet. I'think the
choice was a good one becausc it got the audi-
ence into the show right away.
He continued with more of his older hits
like ''Tonight's the Night" and "You Wear it
Well" before he fIrst spoke to the audience. He
noted that he wasn't "in good voice," because of
the lengthy concert from the night before but up
until that point it went unnoticed.
After a couple of songs from his new
album, he went into a rendition of some old
Motown singles, capped off by his own recent
hit, ''The Motown Song."
The crowd seemed to enjoy to Motown
portion of the show. It was clear they were
having a very good time.
Unfortuninely, as the night went on,
~ tewart's voice problem became more and more
evident, so he very effectively used the audience's
participation to help him get through the show.
After about two hours, which is ;m average
amountoftime for aconcen today, he apologized
again for his voice and the fact he couldn't
continue.
As he left the stage the crowd was more
than appreciative for the quality of the show and
showed it with a standing ovation.
Stewart returned to the stage and finished
the concert with "Forever Young," "Downtown
Train," and "Some Guys Have All the Luck,"
leaving the entire Miami Arena on its feet.
If I should be lucky enough to be given the
chance to attend a Rod Stewart concert again,
next time I will not hesitate.
Forthoseofyou who enjoy good music and
a genuinely good time, I highly suggest you do
the same.
~
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"Pagan Tango" is the new CD from Chris & Cosey's Creative Technology Institute.
Cable Channel Brightens ~VWasteland
by Greg Stallard
In an age when most people sit in front of
the television set for hours watching situation
comedies, the Discovcry Channel is a light in a
dark place.
We have had the Public Broadcasting Sys-
tem for a while, but the Discovery Channel
(TOC), a cable channel, operates on a much
higher budget and provides much beller pro-
gramming.
TOC offers shows which enlighten and
educate as well as entertain. Programs vary
from"America Coast to Coa~t," which portrays
different cities in our country, to "Wildlife
Chronicles," which teaches us about animals.
If you are interested in future technology,
then you should watch TDC's "Beyond 2000."
Thisprogram Worms the viewer about advances
in technology like cars that run on electricity and
ways of growing vegetables in the desert.
Many TDC programs teach the viewer
about animals, their environment, and how man
threatens their existence. Shows like this include
"The Nature of Things," "Safari," and "The
Natural World."
The channel offers news on a program
called "World Monitor."
Food enthusiasts can watch "Great Chefs
of Chicago," "Pasquale's Kitchen," and "Great
Chefs of the West."
TOC has something for everybody, includ-
ing a magazine called ''TOC.'' This publication
acts as a program guide with descriptions of the
shows.
A greatdeal ofspace is takenupbyexcellent
articles, making it well worth a subscription.
So if you feel broadcast TV is a dead end,
giveTOC a try and you will be surprised by what
a good time you can have while learning. "TDC," the Discovery Channel magazine
•The Nova Knigllt
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Roaches In The Morning United Nations reviewlatest on ozone data
By Scott Walker
RRRRRing! The alarm clock screams at you to get out of bed. The images of your classes for
today flash through your mind as you lie there in bed trying to convince yourself to get up and start
the day. The covers are so warm that you find yourself rolled up in them like a sausage that took you
all night to get comfortable in. But this is college and you can'tjust blow offthe frrstcouple ofclasses
like you did in high school. With this in mind you getoUlofbed and head for your kitchen to get your
day off to the right start with a large cup of black coffee, a bowl of Life cereal, and a glass oforange
juice.
You open the food cabinets that you've been meaning to clean, and there he is: the largest
cockroach you've ever seen. Where did he come from? How did he get there? Why is he there?
It is too early in the morning to try to :mswer these questions.. Instinct tells you to eliminate the
problem and continue with your day as normal. The (lbjective now is to exterminate this invader of
your already minimal food supply. You try to quil'ken yourreflexes to give to bug a quick easy death.
Your first attempt (toward him)results in his escape to the solitude found in the armex ofyourcabinets
ofmacaroni boxes, canned goods, and snacks. After a quick scramble through yourclosets, he works
his way out across the floor behind the garbagecan, where he finds temporary refuge. Whatoriginally
appeared to be a simple task now appears to be ag,mlC of cat and mouse. With a quick shake of the
garbage can he makes for the couch but he is SLOpped in his tracks as you stomp him permanently
into the tile floor. Ganle over.
This is not an uncommon problem in the dorm rooms or any other kitchen here on the NOVA
campus. Research has proven that these hideous looking creatures have a tendency to inhabit areas
in which loose food crumbs were carelessly left out in the open. This often occurs after a long night
ofpartying in the dorms. People get drunk :mdspill their beer onto the floor, or they decide that they're
not too drunk to whip up a bag of popcorn, or icc cream. Then they make a mess by spilling more
onto the floor than they shove into their mouths. No one wants to wash dishes at three o'clock in
the morning when the paIly finally ends, so they decide to wait until the next morning to do it. By
now, the ants, small bugs, and cockroachcs arc already on the scene, searching for every last crumb
that the crowd dropped the night before.
It is generally underslOod that insects C:UTy various diseases :md viruses that cause sickness and
disease in humans. If these bugs can make their way into your home, you can onIy wonder what other
kinds ofdiseases carrying insects can intrude into your home. This makes the presence of any insect
in your home all the more important. As big a problem as this may seem the solitude is quiet simple.
A wide variely of precautins can inhibit the entrance of these bugs into your home. Since food
attracts these bugs, simply cleaning up, can be the first step in eliminating theproblem before it arises.
Keeping windows and doors dosed at night and using the air conditioning to keep a room cool instead
will definably reduce the possibility ofcockroaches entering your home. Food that you have opened
and only have the appetite to cat half of should definitely go into a scaled container" and frozen or
refrigerated lo avoid allracling bugs.
However, should thisproblem continue any number local exterminators can be hired to spray
the areas where these bugs live. Probably an even cheaper method would beto go your local hardware
store and purchase a can of pesticide so you can spray and kill these bugs yourself. You may also
r;,.,.! I;'al this more enjoyable since you get to chase them around, spnying them with every cha.l1<'e
you get. Who knows? Maybe one morning you may find :m unexpected visitor hiding in ynur closet.
News Release
On October 22nd, the United Nations a
review ofthe latestozonedata by MostafaTolba, "
Executive Director of the United Nations Envi-
ronment Program (UNEP). This new report will
further guide arnmendement of the Montreal
Protocol on Substances that dep'''le the Ozone
Layer.
The international agreement, ratified by
seventy-four nations, was strengthened in June
1990 to eliminate industrializedcountry produc-
tion ofchlorofluoro(arbons (CFCs), halons, and
carbon tetrachloride in 200, and methyl chloro-
form in 2005. The protocol docs not yet control
HCFCs. European Community countries phm to
phase out CFCs in 1997, and Germany and
Sweden will do so in 1995. The U.S. currently
plans to phase out CFCs in 2000.
In response to this new international scien-
tific assessment which shows the ozone depIc-
tion problem getting worse, Friends of the Earth
(FoE) is calling for accelerated action from gov-
ernment and industry.
"The ozone problem continually worsens,
but the United States government insists u]xm
delaying the elimination of ozone-destroying
chemicals," says Liz Cook, OzoneC,unpaign
Director for Friends of the Earth. "Now is the
time for the United States to join other nations
that have agreed to earlier ph'L~eouts."
Also on October 22ml, The Du Pont Com-
pany announced that it will phaseout CFC pro-
duction by the end of 1996 and 11alons, fire-
fighting chcmicals that have three to ten times
thc ozone-destroying strength of CFCs (chlo-
I
! 1JearSigmunC£!
i
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Dear Sigmund,
rofluorocarbons) by the end 1994.
Previously, Du Pontsaid they would achieve
the pha~eouts by 2000. The company also said
it will limit less-damaging chemicals known as
hydrochlomfluorocarbons (HCFCs).
Friends of the Earth has welcomed the
news that Du Pont has announced it will acceler-
ate its phaseout of ozone-destroying CFCs and
halons, but the environmental group is ealling
the move a long overdue change in policy that
docs not go far enough to stop health-threatening
ozone depletion.
"We have been pressing Du Pont to change
ite policy· for years. The science has been
compelling enough before now," says Liz Cook
"The severity of the latest findings underscores
the need for even faster action."
"The Du Pont policy is still to produce
millions more pounds of ozone-destroying
chemicals over the next several years," says
Cook. "The company has become more serious,
but they are still arc not treating this problem like
the genuine emergency that it is,"
Friends of the Earth has been working with
Du Pont shareholders to press Du Pont to insti-
tute a new CFC policy. These efforts have
culminated in a pending lawsuit before the U.S.
Court of Appeals.
For more information, contact Liz Cook at
202/543-5140, or Carla Gaffuey at 2021 675-
"2289.
rDJ
New Book Helps Efforts In
Saving Wild Cats InAsia
Carrie Russian
Dear Society Editor,
Letter To The Society Editor
r_ "~I....-t.-:~ , ~ "'~~;®ri1 -It on ",&rtod. D.C...•. II
II "
Signed,
No Name
Dear No Name,
The solution to your problem is simple. From
now on, let your husband know that although you
appreciate the gifts he chooscs for you, say that you
would prefer cash instead. With this in mind, you
could take advantage of the sales stores have each
year. And, as a result, you would be saving your husb:md time and money.
By saying this to him, you will not be hurting his feelings and it would be easier on the both of
you. I wish you the best of luck and hope that things work out.
As I strolled along the beach recently, I took in the beauty surrounding me: swaying palm trees,
clear water, the turquoise sky. "I really am in paradise," I thought to myself, then I tripped over
something, a soda can. As I looked around, I noticed cigarette boxes, more cans, six pack rings and
about every other piece of tra~h that did not belong on a beach. So much for "paradise."
What angered me the most wa~ the fact that trash cans could be found all over the beach. Is it
really too much to ask someone to throw trash away? People may say to themselves, "It is not my
problem, someone else will throw it away later." When is later? When the garbage fmds its way into
the ocean and pollutes yet another part of our earth? To answer this question, yes, it is everyone's
responsibility to keep our beaches and further, our environment clean, That six-pack ring may fmd
its way around a yeung bird's neck, only to strangle the victim as it grows. How about the plastic
bag that was allowed to flyaway? Once in the water, the bag appears to be dinner for a sea turtle.
My point is, a little more effort from everyone to throw trash in its proper place will make a
difference for our endangered world.
My husband is really lousy at picking out presents for me. I try not to get my hopes up when
my birthday or Christma~ comes around, and every time he comes up with something really lame.
I can't help but feci disappointed. I've tried dropping hints; I've even given him a list of things I'd
like to have as Christmas presents! Nothing worked. I really fcel that after seven and a half years
together, he should have a better idea of what kinds of things I like! How can I either change him
into a better selector of gifts or make myself less frustrated ovcr this?
relatively pristine ,md contains wild populations
of tigers, leopards, tapirs, wild cattle, and el-
cphants. It is also the refuge in the country for the
wild water buffalo and green peafowl.
A1:m Rabinowitz chronicles the excitement,
trials, ,md h:UTowing dangers of the two-year
ballle on the front lines of the conservation
movement of the wild cats in Thailand, in his
new book Chasing the Dragon's Tail: The
Struggle to Save Thailand's Wild Cats
(Doubleday, November 8, 1991 $22.50).
Rabinowitz abandoned a proposed project
to pursue this endeavor in hope that it could lead
to more protection for the endangered wildlife.
Rabinowitz tells about his experiences: a
poisonous snake encounter, following elephants,
red ant attacks, a truck accident on the edge of a
forest fire, breaking his leg, and a motor cycle
accident.
He struggles with the questions and contra-
dictions that plague him. "Why in this land that
so reveres Buddhism does there seem to be so
little regard for life, human or animal? People
use animals to suit their purposes regardless of
the effects to the animal." Rabinowitz fmds
people skinning animals alive and letting them
die because "it is wrong to kill." And in the city
the faces of the many child prostitutes, he sees
total disregard for everything.
He finds comfort in discussions with a
Buddhist monk, but is turned cold by thedestruc-
tion of earth's wildlife.
Alan Rabinowitz is a driven man... he
tracked the clouded leopard in Southeast Asia,
and tells about this experience in Ch~ing The
Dragon's Tail.
By Wildlife Book Release
For the last ten years, Bangknk has been
known as one of the major markets for illegal
wildlife trade and souvenirs.
Early in thiscentury,upto 75%olThailand
was covered by forest. By IlJ61 the figure
dropped to 57%; and by IlJ~ I, to 30%. At
present, only about I0- I5c/,; ofThailand remains
naturally forested.
In Thailand's more than 60,O(Xl square
kilometers ofnational forest hmds (government-
owned multiuse forests), there arc currently es-
timated to be about 10 million illegal squallers.
In July 1989 the Convention for Interna-
tional Trade in End:mgered Species (CITES)
condemned Thailand. Thaihmd signed CITES
in 1973 but has not enacted ,my laws to enforce
its provisions. Therefore, trade in endangered
species thrives in Thailand.
However, in spite of all these environmen-
tal threats, Thailand still contains someofSouth-
east Asia's richest pockets of wildlife:
This country is home to 280 mammal spe-
cies, over 100amphibian species, and 1,500 fish
species.
There are 31 wildlife sanctuaries in Thai-
land which comprise nearly 5% of the country's
land mass. An additional 6% of the country is
comprised of national parks.
Dr. Alan Rabinowitz, Wildlife Conserva-
tion International Research Zoologist, studied,
Huai KhaKhaeng Wildlife Sanctuary. This area
occupies 1,000 square miles and fornls the Core
of a forest in Southeast Asia. This area is
Reef Twin: 735-8820
3280 N. State Road 7
(It l/Ie comer of 0akWId PIc. IlJvd.
Reg. Admission: $2.25
~~.a
Drafthouse
friday & saturday NIghts at 12:30 Say goodbye to stiff nec:l<s. jammed.~&~ 51
It mayb~=~ It Is tunl and escape tTom the ordinary movte expenence.
~­U2~
- _..-
THE MOST INCREDIBLE WAY
TO SEE A MOVIE
Current movie releases .on.the giant silver screen.
2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
Also FRIDA Y & SATURDA y.; ~JZ
MIDNIGHT-SHOWS ~~!iJjo~..
SATURDA Y & SUNDAY .....~~~~t
DISCOUNTED EARLY SHOWS/ J....J'J/.
: 9lj
Serving Beer. Wine and Full Menu Dining .. ..., .. '
Current Feature FilmS· at SmaJl Intimate Tables.~
with Comfortable·Swivel Chairs. ,...., bill
NeIl.lull.MovI8. '.;...UIl ..,FID
,.allllllllHT TM
I l~E t;lh StCswy.
(4 blles. W. of Pier 66 on IIleCswyj
Reg. Admission: $2.SO
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EARN EXTRA$$$
·BE A DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE WORLD-S
FINEST NUTRITION & HEALTH CARE
. PRODUCTS
·STATE-OF-THE-ART ~ ALL-NATURAL~
COMPETITIVELY PRICED. ROLLS-ROYCE
QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR
SPORTS-FITNESS & NUTRITION-WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT-HAIR CARE-SKIN CARE~
BODY CARE-SUN PROTECTION-SUBLIMINAL
TAPES
·PRODUCTS SELL THEMSELVES:
VISIBLE RESULTS. PATENTED PRODUCTS
WITH EXCLUSIVE MARKETING RIGHTS.
VERY SPECIAL PRODUCTS THAT ARE ONLY
AV A I LABLErHROU GH DI STR I BUTORS
·PARTTIME:
WORK YOUR OWN HOURS. EARN A CAR PAY-
MijliT OR A HOUSE PAYMENT. NO INVESTMENT
43Z MARK:-UP_
"MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PAYING, TOP
COMMISSIONS FOR HARD-WORKING
01 STR IBUTORS WHO BO ILD A NETWORK
OF PART-TIMERS TO RETAIL PRODUCTS
THAT ARE IN DEMAND. SMALL INVEST-
MENT. COMPLETE TRAINING. EARN WHILE
YOU LEARN.
"FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH INTERNATIONAL. INC.-
AN INTERNATIONAL S100.000 BUSINESS
CALL MARK SHEMITZ (305) 427-0865
Questions And Answers
Drug Prevention
Poetry Corner:
Select Poems By Poetry Circle
The Nova Knight, in conjunction with ArgyriosT. Sp;mos, M.S., the seniorToxicologist for the
North Broward Hospital District and Chainn;m of the Drug Prevention Program; is publishing a
series of eevdh stories about drug awareness.
This is the second article in an cleven article series. TIlis is not an attempt to advocate or
condemn the use of drugs: it is to educate people alxlUt the facts of drug and alcohol abuse.
Poetry CirIce
Slipping.
DECISIONS
By Jason Hanson
ALCOHOL:
Question: What is Akohol?
An1~cr: What the general public means by akohol is ethyl alcohol (ethanol), which is a
chemical.
. Question: What are the uses of alcohol?
Answer: Akohol is the main constituent in alcoholic beverages. It is present 3-6% by volume
in naturally fermented bears and ales, I0-12i i'<; in wines ,md 20-60% in distilled beverages. Itis used
as a solvent, fuel, and antiseptic. Many medicinal liquids, aromas, colognes, and mouthwashes
contain alcohol in various ;unounts. Its therapeutic valuc is limited. Basically, alcohol is a socially
acc~ptablc drug which acts as a central nervous system depressant.
Question: Why some people do not get drunk, even though they consume large amounts of
alcohol?
Answer: Any drinker who consumes akohol as fast as his/hcr liver will burn it will not exhibit
the intoxication effects ass(Kiated with "drunkness."
Question: In the USA at what level can one be charged with OWl (Driving while intoxicated)?
Answer: In most statcs, the limit is .1g/dl of blood alcohol.
Question: What is the most reliable and practical method for alcohol testing?
Answer: Direct chemical ;malysis of blood samples (venous blood).
Question: Is a urine specimen reliable for alcohol detennination?
Answer: For qualitative purposes, it is acceptable. But for fa'a, accurate level of alcohol it is
not.
Question: Can recent ingestion of small quantities ofalchoholic beverages cause an inaccurate
breath analysis test?
Answer: Yes. Residual akohol droplets in the mouth may interfere with breath analysis test.
\. waiting period of at least 15-30 mimnes is generally required to accurately perfonn this test.
Queslion: Will drinking coffee, taking a l'old shower or exercise help a drinker to sober up?
Answer: No. Sobriety is a function of metabolism and elimination of alcohol from the body.
Slipping further and further
away from you,
further and further away
from everyone.
Backing up like a cornered
animal,
crawling into the darkness
of my own mind.
Curled up like a frightened
child,
drifting from one day
to the next.
Trapped inside myself.
Lost in the endless maze
of memories and dreams
that never corne true.
Sometimes I think the
emptiness
will suffocate me.
I gasp for air, afraid
to breach the safety of
this fortress in my mind.
Fortress or mausoleum?
A tomb for the man no one
knew, a love no one wanted.
Michael Kubica
Decisions that I have La make
Their outcome sure La make or break
Not even twenty years of age
Yet responsible for what is on life's
next page
"You must decide by your junior
year!"
Butta pick the wrong road is my
biggest fear
Six figures seem to be the key
But what good arc they if you are not
happy
We go to our respected elders for
advice
But never get a real answer,
just clean and nice
Doubts and fears I have many
Bllt answers I haven't any
The most logical answer seems to be
Choose my future before it chooses
me
This poem was published in the last issue of
the :\ova Knight. Due to an editorial error the
last line was cut. The Senior Editorial Staff
apologizes for this mistake.
'\
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Jamie Peabody
Once upon a time, there lived a knight by the name of Sir Reynold Urns Strate. He lived a life
not quite standard to that of a regular knight. When we last saw Reynold, his father, the King, sent
him upon a quest to slay a dragon, but he strayed from his journey to rest in a tavern, only to becaught
in a drunken brawL. •
•••
Tis only a dream
The larger man throws Reynold out of the Tavern, breaking the silence of the night. He lands
with a hollow thud. With slurred speech, Reynold yells, ''Thy father is a pungent, fly eating, yellow
eyed toad!"
He stands :md peers with glossy eyes into th~ darkness, ''Tis that my horse? Well, I must be
going!" Reynold wobbles over to his gorse, and lifts himselfon il~ back, only to fall off the other
side. He painfully mutters, "Hold still, ye stupid animal!"
After successfully mounting his horse, Reynold rides off into the night. Angry with the night's
events, he rides faster and faster on the trail. Suddenly, a low branch strikes him, and he falls hard
to the ground.
His eyes flulleropcn :md hc gazes at a be<llltiful woman holding a dampened cloth to his head.
She smiles and says, "TIlcre ye arc. Tis okay. Only a bump."
Their eyes meet, entr:mcing Reynold as he cannot help but stare at this beautiful woman with
the greenest eyes, he ever bc.llcld! Hc forces out the words, "Where am I'!"
"That hast no importancc. What docs, arc you my prince," the woman whispers. She leans
toward Reynold. Her lips press softly against his.
R,'ynold thinks, "all is so beautiful. It is almost like a.....
Reynold's heart skips a beat as he awakens in the dust of the street to the ugliest woman he ever
saw on top ofhim kissing him full on the lips. He lets out a disgusting yell that pierces the calmness
of the morning. The woman leaps
away.
"Where is thy mind you newt? Hast you no dcccncy?" Reynold says as he jumps to his feet,
placing his hand on the hilt of his sword,
The woman scrambles behind a tree, pecking OUl, shuddering in terror. Shescreams, "My mind!
Your mind is still on the branch, Ye aught to know beUer th:m to ride merry!" She realizes that she
is in the wrong, and says, "please good sir, I meant no harm to thee. It hast been so long since my
husband disappeared."
Reynold feels something sink inside ofhim,"I anI sorry fair lady. I knowest not of my rashness
sometimes," He sits on a rock next to the lady, and says, "Whencedid thy husband disappear?"
She replies. "He went north into the mountains. People callest them the Dragon'~ Scales now.
You sec, there hast been a mighty dragon that bums those who travel there, or so they say. They are
never heard from again."
''Thank you, fair lady. I must begoing. I hath business that way, i fI see thy husband, I will return
him toye," Reynold says as he mounts his horse, and. rides away.
He rides for some time north into the mountains. The scenery changes from wooded lands to
shrubs and boulders. Sun reflects off of the grayness of the rocks, making Reynold squint his eyes.
Sweat beads off of his face. From the corner of his eye he catches a glint of metal in the rocks, high
upon a cliff. He decides to investigate.
As he scales the cliff, rocks bite into his soft fingers. He mutters to himself, "Nearly there. Just
a bit more." Heclimbs upon a ledge staring at an incredibly smoothcliffface, save for a bronzechain
that hangs unused. Giving a powerfl11 tug to the chain, metal grinds against the stone, and magically
the smooth face of the cliff pulls back, revealing an illuminated room.
Continut'd from Poetry Corner:
,..---------r----------r-----------.
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Poetry Circle
Untitled
We'll pailll our names in the ebony
night
With the v,'hite of lhe(.:touds from day
And the rays of the sun and the vclvet
moon
To guide us along the way.
Wc'll travel upon the dragon's wings
With lhc silver sparrO\\' above
And on thousands of scarlet rose
petals
We'll make sweet ncver-cnding love
Forever engravcdin a wann summer
night
Our souls captured by sky.
Say go(xl-byc lO the sadness here
All the times wc've Sal and cried
Hostages in a forsaken land.
Finally set free of all
You and I at one together
Wait on the dragon's call.
We'll walk with unblessed spirits
Guidcd by horse's mane.
I'll introducc you to a game,
A game called "Go Insane."
-K.E.M.
.~.
~
SINGLES
STUDENTS
PROFESSIONALS
DIVORCED
MIDDLE-AGED
SENIOR CITIZENS
STORE·t78
4359 H. UNIVERSITY DR.
SUNRISE, Fl33351 .
'748-5354
ttANAGER-JOSH
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STORE·e04
8329 PINES 8LYO.
PB1BROICE PINES, R. 33024
.437-8525
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Let us find your idea' roommate'
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT MEMBER BBB
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GENERAL MOTORS r GM KilLED "
19,000 ANIMALS
IN AUTO TESTS
over the past decade.
GM the maker of Cadillac, Chevrolet,
OIGsmobil~ Buick, PontiaC:~, and
Saturn.- §.1W performs painful ---
impact experiments on
~ animals! GM has used
dogs, pigs, ferrets, rabbits, ..
monkeys, and guinea pigs,
smashing their chests,
abdomens, and heads with
powerful, pneumatically
driven wooden blocks or
flat, unpadded metal
disks.
lJ;rt 1901 Convention Center Drive
1·95. to 195 to Alton Road bear ng:,:, take Alton to Uade Blvd. lefl to Washington Street,
.~ rlyh: :0 the Convention Center
Please join the
Animal Rights Foundation of Florida
in protesting these heinous experiments
, at the Miami Auto Show
*Saturday November 16, 1991 • 2:00 p.m.
v· Miami Beach Convention Center
T,oo...,. ~ t'- =>.5........ I···.~~
: \ t'" -,' _:;. -.; .-;';:., . ~ 5."
~ ,..,.'-~ , .: ~ ,.101'.
i .;.- "Boca ,., \
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F"orce. i .~. t-._:~.... j.(,;,PI""91t·
L,""'ff' ri":"'...:':'\o·,y... , : __....
,......-..------- ---.
1I0mIChuies 01 UYI,"IIljI'l ~ Shlrin; Whtilloaflftg
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WRITE: GM Choi.rmori Robert Slem.p.el
3044 GM Blvd.. GM Bldg.
Detroit. MI48202~,
,
GM IS THE ONLY AUTOMAKER IN THE WORLD THAT USES LIVE
ANIMALS IN IMPACT TESTS ~([{~
GM's safety records belie their claims of 'commitment to safety'. Seven of
the 14 cars on the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's April 1991
'Highest Death Rates' list are GM cars.
i i
In a typical test, 34 dogs' chests
~~ere cut open and blows
..-i ~ delivered to
,
\ their exposed~) hearts; ..1'- IJ not surpnslngly,
" half the dogs
died immediately
or shortly
thereafter.
;; ~ ..
.l
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Also JO'11 ARFF for Our FUR FREE FRIDAY
ANTI-FUR DEA10NSTRATION
At 'lindo, a huge South Korea based furrier chain that has mo\'ed into the
•
Cni.ted S.tates to promote fur at affordable prices.~ /Ii
... \. .~ T • \. -'1,/("(.,~ ..... rf\ November 29, 1991 • 2.00 p.rp. ,,....,3
. Outside the A.ventura Mall (Plcas, do nol en]" the mal/) f::=tP~
On Biscayne Boulevard (U.S. 1) & 195th Street ~
1·95 10 lv~ Dairy Road e~l, go casita U.s. 1 (Biscayne Blvd.), go ~ulh (right) a few blocks
FOR INFO
CALL ARFF
305-432-1095
Please copy,
posi & circulate fhis flyer.
Please bring posters
if p'Jssible,
Ron or Shine
If
4;~ 1 2
3 4 UJA S 6 7UJA
"habbat 9UJA !chocolate Wolf !chocolate Servicecar Wash Party Blitzer Party
9-12 IBroward TempleBoca JCC ~oca EIIIeth
7.30 pm 7pm 7.30pm 6pm
10 11 12 13 14 1S 16
Judaic RAP- pinner
LearninCJ Session
"ith a
Seri.s ~UssilUl
NOVA NOVA Pamily
7.30 DIll 7.30 P.D ~0CA-7pm
17 1. 19 20 21 22 23
DR. ROTH
BOCA JCC
Cost-$lS
24 2S 26 27 2. 29 30
aap-
ses.iOll
,
IJOVA
7a30pm
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A HEALTH PROFESSIONS UNIVERSITY DEDICATED TO: ABreakfast You Can't Resist!
TIME: 1:30 P.M.
DATE: SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17,1991
c
SHONEY~
AMERICA'S DINNER TABLE
Come enjoy our famous Breakfast Bar and Soup,
Salad, and Fruit Bar. Seafood. Sandwiches
• Charbroiled Chicken • Delicious Desserts
.
-THE BEST BREAKFAST IN TOWN-
-LATE NIGHT 'REAKFAST BAR
-ALL YOU CAN EAT FRUIT. SALAD.
AND BAR SOUP
-SPECIALS
-ALL YOU CAN EAT SHRIMP DINNER $7.9'
-KIDS NIGHT-WEDNESDAY
OptometryPharmacy
Colleges of.
Invites You To Attend Our
Osteopathic Medicine
ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
PLACE: STUDENT ACTIVITIES BUILDING AUDITORIUM
1750 N.E. I68th STREET
NORTH MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 33162
Meeting the total-patient health care challenges oftomolTOW
Organizing help to medically undeserved areas
R~cruiting health care~ower to meet community needs
Educating health care professionals
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL
(305) 949 .. 4000 Ext. 1164
INFORMATION REFRESHMENTS
1431 N. Federal Hwy.
(4 blocks North of SU",rise Blvd.)
Fort Lauderdale, FL 566-5331
2500 SW 64th Ave.
(1·595 and Davie Rd.), Davie (305) 581-6522
Open 6:30 AM • Breald~ lunch and Dinner [IAm CardsMembers ... AS Its~
•
REALlyBII
EARRINGS
Call Now 370-2500
3501 8. ....~zwit;yDri.".
Bwita8 1 • a
Dav:i..~1nori.11a 33328
(30!1) 370-2IIOD
I STANLEYH. KAPlAN. Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances
FUN CDSTUME JEWELRY
OD
UIIAUE GIFTS
UMA INTERNATIONAL
2651 S. UNIVERSITY DR.
DAVIE 476-6664
JUSTSOUTHOF 1-595
NEXT TO PARTV
SUPERMARKET
INTHE
SHOPPESOF
ARROWHEAD
10:30AM-5:00PM M-F
10:30AM-6:00PM SAT
OJ
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Intramural Football
Kicks Off
Nova College Fall
Baseball Begins
Sports
GolfOffToAn
Impressive Start
Ladies Volleyball
Win 2of3 Games
By Dan Finn By Dan Finn By Dan Finn By Dan Finn
Men's Basketball Schedule
Dale I ()pp01lcnl Place Time
11-11-91 Edward \Vaters College Jacksonville 7:30
II-IS-'ll Florida Bihle College Nova 7:30
11-19-91 ~1i;uni ChristiaJl College :'\'ova 7:30
11-22-91 Southem Tech. Classi~ Marietta, GA TBA
11-23-91 Southcm Tech. Classic Marieua, GA TBA
11-26-91 I I·lorida Atl..ltllic t:nivcr~ity Boca Ratol1 I 7:30
12-3-91 Miami Christian C()llcgc I Miami I 7:30
12-5-91 Edward \\/aters College ~ova 7:30
12-07-91 Eckcrd College Sl. Petersburg 7:30
~
12-10-91 I·lorida Atlantic Cniversity I Nova I ,7:30
Ol''dIi2 L:rliv. of I.owell CV1A) I Nova I 7:30
.~~,_...
~01-1 2 I Wesley College (1)1-;) I Nova I 7:30QI-II-92 Ea....h::'n College (PA) Nova I 7:30
,,-14.92 Palm Beach Atlantic Nova 7:30
01-17-92 51. Thomas t;nivcrsity Nova 7:30
01-17-92 I Florid:t Memorial C()l1ege Miami 7:30
01-24-92 I \Vehhcr College Babson Park 7:30
01-25-92 I Warner Southenl College Lake Wales I 7:30
01-31-92 I Flagler College 51. Augustine I 7:30
02-01-92 I Embry Riddle Daytona Beach I 7:30
02-07-92 I $1. Thomas UniversilY Miami I 7:30
02-08-92 I Florida Memorial College Nova 7:30
02-14-92 I Webber College Nova 7:30
02-15-92 I \Vamcr Southern College Nova 7:30
02-21-92 I Flagler College Nova 7:30..
(12-22-92 I Embry Riddle College Nova 7:30
02.25-92 I Palm Beach Atlantic Lake-Worth I 7:30
DATE OPPONENT W-L-T SCORE RECORD
09/0&'91 at Barry e. W 1-0 1-0
09/10191 College of Boca T 2-2 1-1).1-Raton
, 09/13191 at Lander College L , 1·4 1-1-1(SC)
09/15191 at Jackson\'ille V, L 0-1 1-2-1
09/1&'91 National·Louis U. T 2-2 1-2-2
0912&191, at Embry-Riddle W 2-11 2-2-2
09/21191 at Warner Southern W 12-0 3·2-2
09/27/91 Flagler College L 0·2 3·3-2
10/04191 Webher College. W 13-0 4-3·2
10/11191 atF.I.T.. L 2-3 4-4-2
10/13/91 Berry College (GAl W 1·0 5-4-2
10/15191 Palm Beach Atlantic W 5·0 6·4-2
10/1&'91 Fontbonne College T 2-2 6-4-3(MO)
10/21/91 Matycrest College W 2-1 7-4·3(10)
10/23191 Florida Atlantic W 2-1 8-4-3
On the weekend ofOctober 19th, the Lady
Knights won two outofthreematches. improving
their chances for post-season play.
On Friday; Oct. 18th, the Lady Knights
battled St. Leo College in a four game match, in
which the Knights won. During the match St.
Leo won the fust game by ascoreofI5-9. but the
Knights rallied and won tile next three games
15-1 I, 15-9, and 15-12. In the match Natalie
Kramer had 18 kills, while Lana Shatas had 25
assists.
The next match on Saturday wa~ an impor-
tant conference match with the University of
North Florida. The Knights were defeated in the
first two games 15-1 and 15-6. The Lady
Knights then rallied by winning the fust six
points of the third game. The Knights went on
to win the next two games 15-1 I and 18-16.
The fifth and final game of the match the
Knights bauled valiantly, but came up short by
losing to the Ospreys of UNF. In the Match
Natalie Kramer had 18 kills, while Lana Shatas
had 35 assists.
The third match ofthe weekend was a three
game win over Bethune Cookman College. The
Knights were a little flat in the beginning of the
series:but rebounded and won the match 15-11,
15-10, and 15-10.
1991 Soccer Statistics
(as of 11-1-91)
Dorminators 2-0
Trans-Soons 2-0
Make It Bl;ef 1-0
No Shorts 1-0
Nova Knightmares 1-0
Damn Yankees 0-1
Busterhyman & Pcnctrators 0-2
Posse 0-2
Wrecking Crew 0-2
STANDINGS:
The Nova College golf team's 91 season
got off to an impressive start on September 9th,
at the OspreyInvitationalhosted inNorthAorida.
Nova placed ninth out of twelve teams.
Nova's competition consisted mostly of Divi-
sion I schools. Nova's top three scores were
313,310, and 305.
Thesecond tournament was the Nova Invi-
tational, played at Jacaranda Country Club East,
on October 4th and 5th. Nova edged Barry
University by four strokes.
The goal of the players are to shoot an
average of 305 as a team. That would take an
average of seventy-six from each player.
Five players from Nova play in each tour-
nament. The top four scores are posted. So far.
three out of the top four players are turning in
seventy-six's, the fourth's game hasn't come
around yet.
"We always knew that we could do well.
Now we're doing what we're supposed to be,
it's no surprise," player Tom Vitucci said.
This year the team is having a lot more
practice: TIlCre is much more concentration on
spe~'ific skills, such as putting and chipping.
After the Nova Intercollegiate, Tom sug-
gested that Nova ex I'c'Cts to place in thetopeight
teams at their next match. Emory Riddel of
Tampa is the host. Eighteen to nineteen teams
will participate.The team's goal is to be in the
top two at the districts so they can qualify for the
Nmionaltitle. Where that is to be played is still
uncertain.
The Nova Collcgc Fall baseball season
started on September 8 and continues through to
November 1st. TIlis exhibition scason, com-
peting primarily against statc junior colleges,
allows coaches to look at new and returning
players for the league-sanctioned spring season.
The NAIA (National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics) govem~ the Knights,
which requires the fall season to bcshort because
the NAJA allows only limited playoUL~ideSpring
compet,ition.
This year Nova compctes in district 25F,
which includes all of Florida, but not Georgia as
it did in past. .
Thus far the Fall season promises a suc-
cessful spring showing, according to team
sources, The Nova baseball program gets
stronger and stronger each year. Nova has its
best potential ever oftaking the district 25F title.
The baseball team will stan their IX)st-
se:mm on Novcmbcr 7th. Following the post-
season, the live coaches will cut the team to 25-
30 players. The NAIA allows each team to field
forty man rosters during the Spring season, but
only twenty five for post-season play.
Nova combines a number of techniques in
its recruitment efforts. Nova finds some players
through recommendations from prospect lists.
Nova's contacts other prospects at college fairs.
Other players tr,msfer from junior colleges.
TI,e baseball te,ml has onere(:ruiler, pitching
coach Pat Jones. He travels all over Florida to
meet with prospects.
After a player is noticed. he is contacted by
phone. and the process continues. All Nova
sports programs follow this procedure,
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B G Word Processing Service - Pro-
fessional Typing - R~ports, Term
Papers. Resumes. Leners, Theses.
Etc. Barbara 963-4813
"Word Processing By Ruthc"
Ternl papers. resumes. manuscripts.
casselle transcription. computcr
grammar check. professional laser
printer - Fast Service. Call Ruthc At
923 2216
Stanley H. Kaplan wants - College
Graduates. Dynamic SAT math/ver-
bal instructor. 700 + m/v required.
AlsoseekingclynamicGMAT.GRE.
LSAT.MCATscorerintop5%. Call
Elyse at 370-2500
$1
Computcr Typing S1.00 Each Page.
Research and editing. 24 hours and
additional services at reasonable
rates. Dr. C. Lipschill. 472-l}l}l)O
HELP WANTED
CAMPUS DISTRIBUTORS
Earn potential S500 -S2000permonth
marketing: Unique "Smart" Nutri-
ents (as seen'on Larry King Live).
Meal on the Go (meal replaGCment/
. snack). Athletes muscle tone/strength
nutrients (answer to illegal steroids).
weight control systems. Results are
guaranteed. Entrepreneurial students
who are serious about income .and
opportunity. Call collect Jim Hunter
407-842-1006
CAMPLS DIMENSIONS
Looking for a Faternity. Sorority. or
StudenL Organizations that would like
to make 500-1000 dollars for a one
week on-campus marketing. Must
be organized and hardworking. Call
Rob or JoAnne at 1-800-592-2121
Ruth's Typing Service For Magnifi-
cent Presentations. Theses, Disser-
tations, Term Papers. Etc. Don't
Worry AboutComposition/Spelling.
Leave End Results To Me. Call 407-
582 7354
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE IN
EARLY 30's. non-smoker, has 4 bd.
room 2 bathroom Pembrooke Pines
home to share with similar profes-
sional female or graduate student.
All amenities available. Please call
435-9424 daily between 9 am. and 11
am. for more information.
ADDRESSERS WANTED IM-
MEDIATELY!
No experience necessary. Process
FHA mortgage refunds. Work at
home. Call 1-405-321-3064
SUMMER \1ANAGEMENT
OPPORTL:~ITIESAVAILABLE
Students earn 7,000-14.000 this
summer as well as gain valuable ex-
periem;e, The Works Company is
hiring: 1-lWO"443-3059
RESL\1 ES Ill' FAX
3 Packages
S29-$42-S64 All include choice of
paper. paper color. envelopes. and
delivery. Call (305)437-0940. Fax
(305) 825-7926.
If you want to buy or sell
items, rent a room, or find
a friend, stop by Rosenthal
Rm 208 and see Lou
Badami or Drina Barber
about advertising
Professional Resume
Need a new or updated Resume?
Don't delay call today. Best price in
town. Only S17.00. Call781-2530
ASTROLOGICAL REPORTS--
Natal (12-15 pgs), Relating (10-13
pgs), Transit (3 mos). Each report
S9.95; order all three month bio-
rhylhmreport. Mustsendname,exact
time, date and place of birth! Send
check or money order to S. Stevens,
P.O. Box 292781, Davie, A. 3325.
Call 476-1044 for info or personal
psychic/spiritual couns¢ling.
u!
DON'T SLIM FAST!
Slim down with Matol's Pathway
Weight Management Program! Call
Kay Wandland. independent dis·
tributor. Matol International. Ltd.:
476 10,44
Looking for females with seX)
voices, a senseofhumor, and would
like todoacommercial for W'KR,
If ~'ou meet these requirements-
call Chris at 424-5763.
Todafs finest opportunity resolves
around one absolutely incredible
product!! Share KM, a one-of-a-
kind product, for the finest finan-
cial opportunit~' available.
Call 476·1044 for appointment.
Word Processing Services
30years experience-resumes. letters.
thesis. research papers. Reasonable
rates. quick tum arounds. Can Kay at
476 1044
~ SUPPORT
OUR
ADVERTISERS
DB.A. • B.S.
PH.D 'i'M.D. el.D. • M. B.A.
...1 /
.. i I
IF You DON'T HAVE THE NUMBERS,
You WON'T GET THE LETTERS.
WE'LL MAKE SURE You MAKE IT.
'11 E
IICI1111al lill
Plantation • 378-9300
CALL us FOR A DB. DIAGNOSTIC!!
SAT • I.SAT • GMAT • Gtm. MCAT
Special Guest: The Planet Rockers
MO SSEY
IUY TICKET.~ NOW THRU
TICKti!if JASTER
,..-. .
AT SEARS. a RECORDS. SOUND WAREHOUSE.
WEST COAST VIDEO AND SELECT ECKERD STORES
DADE·..••••••..········1305j358-5885
BROWARD 305 523-3309
PALM BEACH ••••• 407 839-3900
A CELLAR DOOR COMPANY
Tuesday Novenlber 26 at 7:30 p.lll.
